At present, two important questions about voice remain unanswered: When voice quality changes, what physiological alteration caused this change, and if a change to the voice production system occurs, what change in perceived quality can be expected? We argue that these questions can only be answered by an integrated model of voice linking production and perception, and we describe steps towards the development of such a model. Preliminary evidence in support of this approach is also presented. We conclude that development of such a model should be a priority for scientists
In our view, these two questions define the primary goals of the study of voice. Because voice production, acoustics, and perception are all parts of the same communicative process, understanding the communicative function of any of these aspects of voice-laryngeal/ physiologic, acoustic, or perceptual-requires knowledge of how each stage interacts with the others in the transmission of vocal information. Details of voice production, acoustics and quality may be misinterpreted without considering the other domains. For example, dozens of different measures of acoustic jitter, shimmer, and harmonics-to-noise ratios (HNRs) have been proposed (see Buder, 2000 , for review), presumably because the authors assumed that jitter and shimmer were important vocal characteristics. Hundreds of research papers have examined the correlations between ratings of voice quality and these acoustic measures (see e.g. Maryn, Roy, De Bodt, Van Cauwenberge, & Corthals, 2009, for review) , and many more examined correlations between measured perturbation and voice physiology or vocal diagnosis (see e.g. Roy et al., 2013, for review) . However, acoustic perturbation measures are not individually informative about voice quality, because listeners cannot hear even large differences in jitter or shimmer (although they are sensitive to changes in the overall level of harmonic vs. inharmonic energy in the voice source; Kreiman & Gerratt, 2005) . Further, jitter, shimmer, and noise tell us little about voice production, because they have multiple neurological, biomechanical, aerodynamic, and acoustic causes (see Titze, 1994, for review) . Thus, these studies have not resulted in any significant insight into voice production or perception, because questions about causation are difficult to answer without a model explicitly linking production to perception. In another example, clinicians applying stroboscopy or high-speed video imaging often interpret asymmetric vocal fold motion as evidence of vocal pathology. However, although asymmetries sometimes co-occur with abnormal voice qualities, asymmetrical vibration can also occur without any negative effect on the sound of the voice. High-speed video and audio recordings demonstrating such an asymmetry in a normal speaker are presented in the supplemental material [S1] accompanying this paper (see also Zhang, Kreiman, Gerratt, & Garellek, 2013) . Again, no theoretical model exists to predict which asymmetries have perceptual consequences, and which do not.
Thus, apart from its basic science interest, a theory describing the links between voice production and perception would also have substantial clinical importance, because the clinical process used to diagnose and treat voice disorders involves a search for cause and effect from one system to another. The primary measure of treatment outcome in voice therapy is perceived voice quality-a patient is not well until their voice sounds better, no matter what the values of instrumental measures may be. Thus, identifying and treating the cause of a deviation in voice quality requires knowledge of which physiological change is responsible for the quality deviation, and predicting treatment outcome requires knowledge of the links between changes in laryngeal physiology and the resulting perceived changes in quality.
Because the acoustic signal links production to perception, our approach to understanding how speakers and listeners produce and perceive communicative changes in voice quality begins with these three steps:
1. Link perception to acoustics by explaining quality in terms of perceptually valid acoustic measures that combine to fully determine voice quality.
2.
Link voice production to acoustics and perception by determining which changes in the physiological voice source produce perceptible changes in the acoustic signal.
3.
Iterate until the two sets of acoustic parameters align.
We discuss our progress towards each of these goals in what follows. Note that in this approach, quality-the speaker's ultimate concern-"drives" the model. Important acoustic changes are identified by assessing their perceptual salience, after which the acoustic changes that account for what listeners hear can be used to generate hypotheses about what physical changes have important perceptual consequences. By identifying perceptuallyimportant vocal attributes and then examining the glottal pulse shapes associated with these attributes, we will be able to highlight the physical attributes that are important in communication, thus potentially providing data to focus physical modeling efforts towards the physiologic aspects of greatest perceptual importance to speakers and listeners.
WHAT IS QUALITY AND HOW SHOULD IT BE MEASURED?
Like pitch and loudness, quality results from an interaction between a listener and a signal. A significant body of behavioral and neuropsychological data (e.g., Andics et al., 2010; Kreiman, Gerratt, & Ito, 2007b; Kreiman & Sidtis, 2011; Latinus, McAleer, Bestelmeyer, & Belin, 2013; Lavner, Rosenhouse, and Gath, 2001; Li & Pastore, 1995; Melara & Marks, 1990) shows that listeners perceive voice quality as an integral pattern, rather than as the sum of a number of separate features (the view implied by use of rating scales). For example, studies of voice recognition from synthetically-altered stimuli indicate that the perceptual importance of a given feature depends on the values of the other attributes of the pattern, and not solely on the value of the feature itself (Van Lancker, Kreiman, & Emmorey, 1985; Van Lancker, Kreiman, & Wickens, 1985) . Similarly, in priming experiments, reaction times to famous voices were significantly faster when listeners had previously heard a different exemplar of the voice. Because the priming effect was produced by different samples of each voice, it appears that the benefit derives from the complete voice pattern, not from the specific details of a given sample, again consistent with the view that voices are processed as patterns, and not as bundles of features (Schweinberger, Herholz, & Stief, 1997) . In the same manner, listeners appear largely unable to isolate single dimensions in a voice pattern (Kreiman et al., 2007b ). Data also demonstrate that harmonic and inharmonic (noise) components of the voice source interact perceptually , so that listeners' sensitivity to either acoustic attribute depends on the levels of energy in both; and sensitivity to tremor rates depends on tremor amplitude (Kreiman, Gabelman, & Gerratt, 2003) . Thus, neither the perceptual meaning of a given quality dimension nor the perceptual significance of an acoustic measure can be assessed without knowledge of the context provided by the complete voice pattern in which the feature or measure functions. It follows that partitioning the overall quality of a voice into separate factors like "breathiness" or "roughness" and asking listeners to isolate and rate qualities is unlikely to tell us enough about how a listener actually perceives either the specific quality or overall quality, so that the sum of a set of individual rating scale responses is not informative enough about how a voice sounds or how it compares to other voices.
If quality is integral, as these studies indicate, then valid measurement requires quantifying the entire voice pattern. To achieve this goal, we apply analysis-by-synthesis to copy each voice sample with a speech synthesizer (Kreiman, Antoñanzas-Barroso, & Gerratt, 2010) . Because the acoustic synthesizer parameters combine to completely re-create the perceived voice pattern, they can be considered a psychoacoustic model of voice quality that parametrically represents an integral voice pattern and objectively quantifies a subjective percept.
LINKING VOICE QUALITY TO ACOUSTICS
The next step in model development is the selection of parameters to map between acoustics and perception. An adequate voice source model should 1) include enough parameters that it can model any voice quality; and 2) should only include parameters to which listeners are sensitive. In other words, the parameters in the set should be both necessary and sufficient to model voice quality. Development of our psychoacoustic model began with the assumptions that listeners are more likely to pay attention to those acoustic parameters that actually vary across voices (so that they meet the "necessary" test), and that parameters that are constant across voices are less likely to be perceptually important. (For example, if every speaker spoke with exactly the same range of f 0 values, f 0 would not be useful for distinguishing among speakers.) To determine the parameters that actually do vary across speakers-and thus may be perceptually salient-we performed a principal components analysis of the spectra of 70 voices (Kreiman, Gerratt, & Antoñanzas-Barroso, 2007a) . FFT spectra for these voices were calculated and normalized to the amplitude of the first harmonic. Spectral envelopes were estimated by connecting the harmonic peaks, and seventy equally-spaced points were chosen along each envelope. Amplitude values for these points served as input to the principal components analysis. Results indicated that four factors accounted for most of the variance in source spectral shape across voices: the source spectral slope above 4 kHz, the slope below 450 Hz, and the slope from 1.5 kHz to 4 kHz (two factors). Similar analyses of a large set of acoustic measures showed significant variability across voices in the relative amplitudes of the first and second harmonics (H1-H2), the relative amplitudes of the second and fourth harmonics (H2-H4), 1 overall spectral slope, and high frequency noise excitation. Our initial perceptual studies therefore focused on these factors. 2
To assess model sufficiency throughout the course of model development, we used the UCLA voice synthesizer to copy-synthesize several hundred voices over a period of several years. The software and procedures used are fully described in . Briefly, speakers with and without vocal pathology were selected at random from a large library of voices recorded with a Brüel & Kjaer ½" microphone during clinical evaluation. Voices ranged from normal to severely disordered in quality, and a very wide range of diagnoses were represented, including reflux, mass lesions, and functional and neurogenic disorders. The harmonic part of the voice source was estimated by inverse filtering a representative cycle of phonation, and source spectra were fitted with the model (Figure 2 ). The inharmonic part of the source spectrum was estimated using a cepstral-domain analysis (de Krom, 1993) , and f 0 and amplitude contours were tracked on the original voice sample.
Finally, the voice was resynthesized by combining these parameters with a model of the vocal tract (estimated by LPC), and all parameters were adjusted until the synthetic copy formed an acceptable match to the natural token. Examples of natural and modeled tokens are included in the supplemental material [S2] accompanying this paper.
We then asked listeners to compare the synthesized tokens to the natural voice samples in a series of "same/different" (AX) tasks. Examination of cases in which the synthetic tokens were distinguished from the natural target stimuli at greater than chance levels suggested that more detail was needed in our modeling of the source spectrum above H4 (e.g., Kreiman, Garellek, & Esposito, 2011; Kreiman & Gerratt, 2011) . As a result, we removed the parameter H4-5 kHz from the model and replaced it with two new parameters: the spectral slope from the fourth harmonic to the harmonic nearest 2 kHz in frequency (H4-2 kHz) and the spectral slope from that harmonic to the harmonic nearest 5 kHz in frequency (2 kHz-5 kHz). We then repeated the same/different task, with the result that listeners were unable to consistently distinguish synthetic from natural tokens (d′ < 1). Although evaluation is ongoing, we conclude for the present that the current model (Table 1) provides enough detail to describe the majority of normal and pathological voice qualities.
Establishing the necessity of each parameter as part of the model requires a series of experiments to determine how sensitive listeners are to changes in that parameter. To that end, we began by defining sensitivity as the ratio of the smallest difference in a parameter that listeners can consistently detect (the just-noticeable difference, or JND) to the overall variability of that parameter across speakers . We reasoned that the smaller the JND was relative to variability, the more information that parameter potentially carried to listeners. To calculate these ratios, we first estimated the range of each model parameter across natural voices by modeling 144 voice samples (79 female, 65 male) via analysis-by-synthesis, and then measuring each of the source model parameters from the modeled source spectra. Samples ranged from normal to severely disordered in quality, and were unselected with respect to diagnosis and the specific voice quality. H1-H2 and H2-H4 values generally ranged from 0-20 dB, while spectral slopes for H4-2 kHz and 2 kHz-5 kHz ranged more widely, from 0 dB-40 dB (see Kreiman, Garellek, Samlan, & Gerratt, 2014 , for detailed results).
We next conducted a series of experiments using a one up, two down protocol (Levitt, 1971) to determine the smallest change in each parameter that listeners can reliably detect (e.g., Garellek, Samlan, Kreiman, & Gerratt, 2013; . We synthesized series of stimuli in which a single source spectral parameter was varied in very small steps, and then played pairs of these stimuli to listeners in a same/different (AX) task. When listeners correctly perceived a difference between the stimuli, the difference between stimuli in the next pair decreased; when listeners incorrectly judged the stimuli to be the same, the difference was increased, with the pattern of trials iterating until results began to oscillate around a single difference value which was defined as the JND. (See Kreiman et al., 2014 , for details of methods and analyses.) Results are summarized in Table 2 . Because the amount of change listeners can hear is small relative to the variability of the parameters across speakers, we tentatively conclude that these parameters are potentially informative to listeners, and that the set of parameters that constitutes the psychoacoustic source model meets the "necessary" test.
ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE FOR THE PSYCHOACOUSTIC MODEL
This psychoacoustic model makes implicit claims about voice production. First, if voice quality is described by a specific set of acoustic parameters, then speakers must be able to control these parameters or their physiological precursors in order to convey information to listeners. Conversely, aspects of voice production that speakers can easily manipulate should produce perceptible changes in voice quality, which should be measurable with the parameters in the psychoacoustic model.
Some evidence from studies of linguistic uses of voice quality is consistent with the first of these claims, particularly with respect to H1-H2 (or H1*-H2*). In languages with phonemic contrasts in voice quality, speakers must change source characteristics to distinguish meanings, and evidence that they do this in consistent ways supports the notion that they are able to control specific source spectral attributes. For example, in White Hmong (a language in which changes in voice quality accompany some tones), increases in both H1-H2 and H2-H4 (especially in combination) increased the likelihood of perceiving phonemic breathiness, consistent with the view that the percept of breathiness is influenced by a steep drop in harmonic energy in the lower frequencies . Speakers of a number of other languages, including Gujarati, Mazatec, Chong, and Green Mong, also distinguish word meanings via differences in H1-H2 (e.g., Andruski & Ratliff, 2000; Blankenship, 2002; Fischer-Jørgensen, 1967; see DiCanio, 2009, and Keating, 2011 , for review). More directly, Esposito (2012) combined electroglottographic (EGG) measures of laryngeal closing speed and closed quotient with simultaneously-gathered acoustic measures of the source spectrum to examine the physiological and acoustic determinates of the phonation contrast in White Hmong, which has tones characterized by differences in both f 0 and phonation type (breathy, modal, and creaky). Closed quotient was a good predictor of H1*-H2* (r = −0.6, p < .05), which in turn reliably distinguished breathy voice from modal and creaky voice.
Additional evidence comes from a high-speed imaging study of changes in glottal configuration with changes in voice quality along a continuum from breathy to pressed . In this study, six speakers produced steady-state vowels while varying f 0 and voice quality. Measures of the glottal open quotient (OQ) and the asymmetry quotient were made from the high-speed images, and H1*-H2* was measured synchronously from audio recordings of the same utterances. Across speakers and voice qualities, OQ, the asymmetry coefficient, and fundamental frequency accounted for an average of 74% of the variance in H1*-H2*. However, individual speakers used several strategies for varying voice quality, including manipulating glottal gap size, changing OQ, varying f 0 , and altering the skewness of glottal pulses. Thus, H1*-H2* can be predicted from glottal configuration with good overall accuracy, although its relationship to phonatory characteristics is complex and speaker dependent.
It is not surprising that speakers would have a variety of phonatory strategies available to them for manipulating H1-H2 in speech. Listeners are highly sensitive to the relative amplitudes of the lowest harmonics , which convey both paralinguistic information about a variety of personal and interpersonal attributes (see Kreiman & Sidtis, 2011 , for review) and linguistic information, as just described. The ability to use different movements to produce the same speech sound has been described for the oral articulators (e.g., Guenther, 1994) , and a similar facility for phonation may arise from attempts to produce a particular quality, whether for linguistic or paralinguistic reasons, in the context of different combinations of simultaneous pitch and/or loudness goals.
The second claim implicit in our psychoacoustic model of voice quality is that aspects of voice production that speakers can easily manipulate should produce perceptible changes in voice quality (which also should be quantifiable via the parameters in the psychoacoustic model). This in turn implies that examining the perceptual consequence of changes in physiology will allow us to identify perceptually-relevant mechanical or behavioral manipulations that may be attempted in the clinic. Unfortunately, studies manipulating vocal physiology cannot be conducted in humans, who lack the ability to consciously control individual laryngeal muscles, vocal fold stiffness, glottal gap size and location, and so on.
However, we can apply various physical, computational, and ex vivo models of phonation to study the cause-effect relationship between voice production and voice quality by varying parameters of voice production (e.g., vocal fold geometry, stiffness, muscle stimulation, subglottal pressure, etc.) one at a time and observing the consequence on vocal fold vibration, voice acoustics, and voice quality.
Laryngeal modeling has a long history (e.g., Ishizaka and Flanagan, 1972; Titze & Talkin, 1979; Berry, Herzel, Titze, & Krischer, 1994; Steinecke & Herzel, 1995; Story & Titze, 1995; Zhang, Neubauer, & Berry, 2006 , 2007 Mendelsohn & Zhang, 2011; Xue, Mittal, Zheng, & Bielamowicz, 2012) , but most studies assess only the physical and/or acoustic results of model permutations, without evaluation of any perceptual consequences. One exception to this rule is Zhang et al. (2013) , who investigated the acoustic and perceptual consequences of left-right stiffness mismatches in a mechanical self-oscillating vocal fold model. It is generally assumed that left-right stiffness mismatches like those occurring in unilateral vocal fold paralysis or paresis lead to left-right asymmetry in vocal fold vibration, which is often an indication for surgical intervention. However, it is unclear whether leftright stiffness mismatches and the resulting left-right vibrational asymmetry are always perceptually significant. In other words, the consequences of variability in the material properties and geometry of vocal folds on voice quality are not well understood, so we do not know if vibrational asymmetry (or other deviations from normal vocal fold movement) leads to acoustic changes that people can hear.
To address this question, a body-cover two-layer mechanical vocal fold model was used (Figure 3) . A series of left-right asymmetric conditions with varying left-right mismatches in body stiffness were created by varying the body-layer stiffness of the left vocal fold model while the right vocal fold remained unchanged. All vocal fold models had identical vocal fold geometry and cover-layer stiffness. For each asymmetric vocal fold model, phonation tests were performed using a flow-ramp procedure in which the flow rate was increased in steps from zero to a value above onset of vibration. The outside acoustic signals recorded at a subglottal pressure 10% above onset were used in subsequent acoustic analysis and perceptual tests. Measures of source spectral slope were extracted (as discussed above) for each asymmetric condition. In addition, the number of harmonics below 8 kHz in the sound spectrum was also measured. For perceptual tests, listeners were asked to evaluate the voice samples in a sort-and-rate task (Figure 4 ), in which they sorted the voice samples along a straight line so that tokens that sounded similar were placed close together on the line (Granqvist, 2003; Zhang et al., 2013) .
This study revealed two regimes of distinct vibratory patterns with varying left-right stiffness mismatch. For conditions with a large left-right stiffness mismatch, only the softbody fold was excited while the stiff-body fold barely moved, which led to weak excitation of high-order harmonics. For small left-right stiffness mismatches, both folds were strongly excited but the stiff fold always led in phase in their motion. The outside sound in this regime had strong excitation of high-order harmonics. Perceptual tests also demonstrated two clusters, each corresponding to one of the two vibratory regimes. There was no significant difference between voice samples within the same perceptual regimes.
This study showed that changes to the degree of left-right stiffness mismatch and the resulting left-right vibratory asymmetry did not produce perceptually significant differences in quality unless the stiffness mismatch was large enough to cause a qualitative change in vibratory mode (a bifurcation). This suggests that a vibration pattern with left-right asymmetry does not necessarily result in a salient deviation in voice quality, and thus may not always be of clinical significance. Perceptual changes were explicable with reference to the psychoacoustic model parameters, including spectral slopes and the noise-to-harmonics ratio, consistent with the general framework being developed here.
A similar approach has also been used recently by Samlan and colleagues (Samlan & Story, 2011; Samlan, Story, & Bunton, 2013) , who studied the relationship between kinematic, acoustic, and perceptual measures using voice samples generated with a computational vocal fold model coupled to a model of the vocal tract. For example, Samlan and Story (2011) manipulated vocal process separation, vocal fold bulging, the "nodal point ratio" (the ratio of the point at which mucosal fold motion begins to overall vocal fold thickness), and epilaryngeal area, and measured the effects on H1-H2 and on the cepstral peak prominence (CPP; Hillenbrand & Houde, 1996) , a measure of the relative levels of harmonic and inharmonic energy in the voice. Samlan et al. (2013) added measures of spectral slope and ratings of perceived breathiness to the mix. They found a clear relationship between CPP, separation of the vocal processes, and ratings of breathiness (presumably related to increases in turbulent noise with increasing glottal gaps), with additional variance explained by nodal point ratio, vocal fold bulging, and spectral slope. The relationship between measures of spectral slope and model parameters depended on severity of rated breathiness: H1-H2 was a better predictor of mild breathiness of the kind often associated with "vocal weakness," while overall spectral slope was a better predictor when significant high-frequency noise was present in the voice. This finding reflects both the complexity of causation in vocal physiology and the perceptual multidimensionality of breathiness (Kreiman, Gerratt, & Berke, 1994) .
Modeling studies like these are attractive because they allow simultaneous direct manipulation of many parameters in a well-controlled laboratory setting. The limitations of this approach lie in the vocal fold model used, or specifically, how realistically these models (the mechanical or computational model in the examples above) reproduce the physiology and physics of human phonation. Ideally, we would like to model phonation in a living human being, but direct manipulation and measurement of muscle activities and vocal fold properties (geometry and stiffness) are currently impossible in living human subjects, due to the great sensitivity and relative inaccessibility of the larynx. To overcome this problem, an ex-vivo perfused living model of human phonation has been developed (Berke, Mendelsohn, Howard, & Zhang, 2013) . 3 In this model, a human larynx and trachea are harvested from an organ donor post mortem and perfused with oxygenated blood. The tissue remains viable for several hours, and because the laryngeal nerves and muscles are still living, they can be directly stimulated in a well-controlled laboratory setting, as opposed to mechanical manipulations in ex vivo models in which the material properties of the muscles and other tissues change post-mortem. This model makes it possible to study the effects of known levels of actual human laryngeal muscle activation on vocal fold stiffness and geometry. It also allows us to study interactions among muscles (for example, the thyroarytenoid and cricothyroid) in investigations of the control of pitch, loudness, and voice quality. Although use of this model is only beginning, when combined with perceptual testing and acoustical analysis, it promises to provide new data about the precursors and correlates of changes in voice quality.
CONCLUSIONS, FUTURE WORK, AND IMPLICATIONS FOR CLINICAL PRACTICE
The studies reviewed in this paper suggest that phonation is best viewed as part of a communicative process, the pieces of which are difficult to understand out of the context of the entire process. Thus, understanding and ultimately predicting how speakers produce the intended voice quality (and how disorders disturb this process) requires a unified model of voice that links production to perception.
Many issues await resolution as we work towards this goal. Because phonation takes place in the time domain while perception depends largely on spectral information, understanding the relationship between perception and production requires mapping between time and spectral domain representations, which has proven difficult (e.g., Fant, 1995; Ni Chasaide & Gobl, 1997) . More than one physical configuration may produce the same voice quality; conversely, large changes in configuration may not result in changes in quality. Variables in the current voice source model certainly interact: for example, we know that the perceptual salience of changes in high-frequency harmonics depends on the signal-to-noise ratio and on the shape of the noise spectrum . Finally, the extreme complexity of the phonatory system (and of human communication in general) and the difficulty inherent in observing and measuring many aspects of phonation make it hard both to gather all the needed data regarding interactions among factors, and to model those data once they are gathered. Despite these complications and complexities, we argue that the systematic approach described in this paper will eventually make it possible to understand how features of the voice production system combine with attributes of the perceptual system to transmit voice information from speakers to listeners, but only if the research community considers this a primary goal for voice research.
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